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IV. Chapter Three - Creation and the Battle for the Heart

Creation
“In the beginning, God created…” Genesis Chapters 1 and 2.  And so our chapter of the Story began…

• Eden was a paradise
• God is an artist – our world is not normal or scientific, it is fantastic
• We have lost the wonder of God’s creation, but inside we long for “Eden”
• This was a world made for man, for woman, for love and out of love…
• Why would God do this?   Psalm 8:3-5 
• God loved us, He wanted fellowship with us  

Romance
“Let us make man in our image…He created male and female…” Genesis 1:26-27

• God did not want man to be alone  Genesis 2:18
• He gave us His attributes

o The ability to reason, to create, to enjoy
o Laughter, wonder, imagination
o And the greatest gift of all…a heart and the ability to love

Love and the dignity of free will
Just like we’ve lost the wonder of our world, we have forgotten what a treasure the human heart is.

• We could not live, laugh, love or cry if God had not given us a heart
• With our heart, God gave us the freedom to reject Him, the dignity of free will
• Why?  He already experienced the betrayal of the rebellion
• Love is chosen
• True love cannot be forced – power can do just about anything but control love

Paradise Lost
Evil was lurking in the garden.  Genesis 3:1-6  Since Satan could not overthrow the Almighty, he set his 
sight on those who bore His image, on those who were loved by Him.

• Satan created the lie “you cannot trust [the heart, intentions of] God”
• At that moment, something shifted in the human heart – and fell from grace
• Satan tells us the same lie today
• Something has gone wrong with the human race Genesis 6:5-6
• Most of the misery we suffer on this planet is the fruit of the human heart gone bad
• And deep down inside, we all know that we not what we were meant to be

Captivity and Rescue
This is where most stories take up their tale.  Evil is gathering on the border to make its final move.  I  
John 5:19.  Neo wakes up from the Matrix, Frodo heads for Mordor with the ring, the ship has gone 
down, Darth Vader and the Empire have completed the Death Star, winter has come to Narnia.

But every story has a rescue.  Jack will rescue Rose, Wallace rescues Scotland, Luke saves the republic, 
Aslan saves Narnia.  And ours does, too.  Because rescue is part of God’s plan!   The problem is we do 
not even know we need to be rescued.   Rescuing the human heart is the hardest mission in the world. 
Hebrews 3:7-19

The challenge God faces is rescuing a people who have no idea how captive they are.  We know we long 
for Eden, but we hesitate to give ourselves fully back to God in abandoned trust.  We are captive to the 
lies of the Enemy.   But God always had a rescue plan…and a Hero.
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